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Approaches how to use Sparse Grids for higher dimensional
data mining scenarios have been around for several years by now.
An approach, which allows multi-class classification, clustering
and dimensionality reduction uses Sparse Grid based density es-
timation and relies on a variational formulation. Discretization of
this approach results in solving a large linear system of equations
with a often sparse system matrix. As this matrix only relies on
the current grid, it can be decomposed in a preprocessing step
and used on arbitrary datasets. Previous work studied using a
full Cholesky Decomposition which allows modifying existing
decompositions without the need to recompute the entire decom-
position. During the project we studied the effects on accuracy
and performance when replacing the full Cholesky Decomposi-
tion with an iterative incomplete Cholesky Decomposition which
in most cases promise a significant boost in performance while
sacrificing only an insignificant amount of accuracy.
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1 Introduction
In higher dimensional interpolation and quadrature problems, sparse grid
approaches have already shown to be a good alternative to classical full grid
approximation schemes which suffer from the curse of dimensionality.
But sparse grids can also be used in higher dimensional data mining sce-

narios. Approaches to regression and binary classification based on least
squares optimization were introduced by [14]. Using grid based density
estimation that relies on a variational formulation [13] sparse grids can also
be used in multi-class classification, clustering and dimensionality reduction.
Discretization of this approach results in solving a large linear system of
equations Ax = b where the system matrix A is independent of the data
points that are used for training.

For certain scenarios we want to reuse the training results from previously
seen training data while improving the approximation with new data. In
such cases offline/online splitting can be used such that during an offline phase,
a grid is decomposed using a matrix factorization and be used in the online
step and compute a solution for concrete problems much faster using simple
forward / backward substitution and update schemes for the existing decom-
position. Since system matrix is independent from the data, we can reuse the
decomposition even if the dataset changes, e.g. by adding new samples.

As exact matrix factorizations are computationally challenging, we investi-
gate if we can use the sparse structure of our system matrix and use a highly
parallel, incomplete Cholesky factorization [9] designed for preconditioning
for our purposes. In order to provide a substantial answer to that questionswe
will inspect the theoretical requirements of the algorithmmatch our problem,
provide a prototype implementation and perform various experiments.
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2 Theoretical Background
In this section we want to provide a short, high level overview over classifica-
tion using density estimation based on adaptive Sparse Grids to set the frame
for this project. We will then point out how the Cholesky decomposition is
used within a technique called offline / online splitting and provide our moti-
vation for replacing the Cholesky decomposition by an iterative, Incomplete
variant followed by an explanation of the later.

2.1 Classification using Density Estimation based on
Adaptive Sparse Grids

Classification is a common task in machine learning. Based on a set of m
labeled, d dimensional training samples S = {x1, . . . , xm}, we want to correctly
predict labels (also referred to as classes) of new, unseen samples. A way to
generalize the information obtained from these samples is trying to learn
the underlying class conditional probability density function for each label
and then use Bayes rule to find the most probable label for an unlabeled new
sample [12].
A common way to build these class conditional probability density func-

tions is kernel based density estimation [12], where a linear combination kernel
functions centered at the training samples is used. While this is a very flexi-
ble approach it can become computationally unfeasible with an increasing
amount of training samples. Binning techniques try to reduce these efforts
they suffer from the curse of dimensionality [13].

Instead, Peherstorfer [13] proposed to recover the class conditional proba-
bility density function using a variational approach

f̂ ≈ argmin
f∈V

∫
Ω

(f(x) − fε(x))2 dx + λ||Λf||2L2 (1)

where we search for a function f in a function space V that approximates
our data points fε(x) as good as possible and thus minimizes the energy∫
Ω
(f(x) − fε(x))dx. Since our data contains an unknown amount of noise,

we don’t want to interpolate the data directly. Instead we enforce a certain
level of smoothness by a regularization term ||Λf||2

L2 which is controlled by a
regularization parameter λ ∈ [0, 1].

While in theory there are no restrictions to V we choose to search for f in a
space Vl(1) where it can be formulated as a linear combination of weighted
hierarchical basis functions ϕ with local support centered at a grid point
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such that f(x) =
∑n
i=1 αiϕi(x). Together these basis functions allow us to

build a multi scale structure of grids, so called Sparse Grids [8], which can
be combined in a way that circumvents the curse of dimensionality to some
extent.

Using variational calculus and the properties of the basis functions in our
Sparse Grid space Vl(1) we can transform (1) into a system of linear equations

(R + λC)α = b (2)

where Rij = (ϕi,ϕj)L2 =
∫
Ω
ϕi(x)ϕj(x)dx is a n×nmatrix of inner products

between the n basis functions used to represent our target function f, C is a
regularization matrix, and α is the appropriate vector that contains weights
for the basis functionsϕ. C is often chosen as I resulting in the systemmatrix

R + λI (3)

One can see, that the system matrix can be chosen independently from actual
data samples which are accounted for only on the right hand side vector
b. Based on the system matrix and b we can find the weights for our basis
functions α and thus obtain the function f̂(x) =

∑n
i=1 αiϕi(x)which satisfies

(1) in the Sparse Grid space.
As the system matrix only relies on the current grid and not on the dataset

itself, we choose a grid and thus the system matrix in an offline step and
decompose it. We can then use the preprocessed data to our advantage in
the online step and compute a solution for concrete problems much faster
using simple forward and backward substitution. Since system matrix is
independent from the data, we can reuse the decomposition on completely
different datasets, as long as the dimensionality matches.

2.2 On the Cholesky Decomposition of the System Matrix
As stated above the system matrix R + λI, which we refer to as A, can be
decomposed in a preprocessing step. There are various possibilities for
decompositions. Since

Rij = (ϕi,ϕj)L2 =
∫
Ω

ϕi(x)ϕj(x)dx = (ϕj,ϕi)L2 = Rji

one can easily see, that the system matrix is symmetric. One can further
show that the system matrix is also positive definite [15]. Thus there exists a
Cholesky decomposition LLT = R+ λI. Choosing this type of decomposition
has various benefits:
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• Only the elements of the lower triangular matrix have to be decomposed
and stored, since the elements of the upper triangular matrix can be
obtained by transposition which reduces the computational costs.

• Whenever we add new basis functions ϕn+1 to the grid, the system
matrix has to be updated to include all inner products (ϕi,ϕn+1) and
(ϕn+1,ϕi), i = {1, . . . ,n+1}, resulting in systemmatrix of size (n+1)×
(n+ 1). Using an updating scheme, the Cholesky decomposition can
be updated without the need to recompute the entire decomposition
from scratch. This also applies when removing grid points and thus
shrinking system matrix. See [15] for details.

We can therefore use a preprocessed, decomposed regular Sparse Grid as a
starting point and then use spacial adaptivity to improve the approximation
quality of our grid [10] if required.

2.3 Iterative Incomplete Cholesky Factorization
Even with all its benefits and with high performance implementations avail-
able, the computational effort grows quickly, as the complexity of all decom-
positions based on Gaussian elimination algorithm is in O(n3). We therefore
need to consider other approaches to reduce computational effort. One ap-
proach is to analyze the sparsity pattern of the systemmatrix and exploit pos-
sible sparsity by switching to an incomplete Cholesky decomposition. While
this algorithm does not change asymptotic behaviour of the algorithm, we
can significantly lower the constant. However as incomplete decompositions
are usually just considered precise enough to be used for preconditioning,
we will have to examine the effects on approximation quality.

2.3.1 Properties of the system matrix

As a sparse grid is constructed using hierarchical basis functions with local
support, we know that only other basis functions which are hierarchical
ancestors or hierarchical offspring will have overlapping basis functions
and thus a non-zero inner product. This means, that while with each new
hierarchical level of basis functions, the system matrix grows in size, it also
becomes more sparse. On the other hand, the effect of increasing sparsity is
dampened by the fact that with growing dimensionality more points share
hierarchical ancestors and thus have overlapping support. This can also be
seen in the empiric sparsity survey of various system matrices constructed
from regular sparse grids shown in Figure 1 .
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Figure 1: Sparsity survey of system matrix A as resulting from a regular
Sparse Grid. Sparsity grows with increasing level, but for the same
level decreases with growing dimensionality.

Checking the matrices for grid configurations that are currently used on
data sets, we can assume a sparsity of around 50%. While this sparsity level
may be considered too low for a fast preconditioner, we should still be able
to significantly speed up decomposition if we leverage available sparsity.

2.3.2 Iterative Incomplete Cholesky Algorithm

A full Cholesky decomposition decomposes all entries of a symmetric positive
definite n× nmatrix A such that A = LLT . An incomplete factorization of
a sparse matrix A on the other hand finds a sparse lower triangular matrix
L, such that A ≈ L̃L̃T , where nonzero entries are only allowed in specific
locations (i, j). We define a sparsity pattern SL̃ to be the set of indices (i, j), i, j <
n in L̃, where we allow lij > 0. We choose SL̃ to contain all nonzero elements
of the lower triangular part of A. For all these elements (i, j) ∈ SL̃ we now
want to enforce

(L̃L̃T )ij = aij (4)

as described in [9]. We then can rewrite it into

min(i,j)∑
k=1

likljk = aij (5)
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For A we thus obtain |SL| equations. Solving for the individual lij, we obtain

lij =
1
ljj

(aij−

i−1∑
k=1

likljk) for i 6= j (6a)

lii =

√√√√aij− i−1∑
k=1

l2ik for i = j (6b)

Calculating the diagonal element is special, since l2ii = aii applies for the
Cholesky factorization.

Equations (6) can be written in matrix form x = G(x), where x contains our
unknowns lij. These equations then can be tackled by a fixed-point iteration

x(p+1) = G(xp), p = 0, 1, ... (7)

and iterations (also referred to as sweeps) are performed until convergence or
sufficient approximation quality where the initial guess for lij can be chosen
to be aij. The idea behind this algorithm is to perform the updates of each
component x(p+1)

i in parallel as described in Algorithm 1 and not rely on
graph based level scheduling as a a source of parallelism. Convergence for
this fixed-point iteration towards the incomplete Cholesky factorization is
shown in [9].

Algorithm 1 Fine-Grained Parallel Incomplete Cholesky Factorization
1: Set unknowns uij to initial values aij
2: for sweep = 1, 2, . . . until convergence do
3: parallel for (i, j) ∈ SL̃
4: s = aij −

∑j−1
k=1 likljk

5: if i 6= j then
6: lij = s/lii
7: else
8: lii =

√
s

9: end if
10: end for
11: end for

Convergence speed of (7) depends on the order the individual entries of
lij are updated and how many parallel worker threads are involved. When
solving sequentially following the row wise ordering of lij described in
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Algorithm 1, we directly obtain the incomplete Cholesky decomposition of A
in a single iteration.
Finally we want to stress a down side of this algorithm. While it allows

for fine grained parallelism, its iterative update structure does not allow
to decompose A in place, which means that the storage requirements are
doubled.

2.3.3 Updating Existing Incomplete Cholesky Factorizations

While the offline step is usually performed on a regular Sparse Grid, local and
dimensional adaptivity has proven to be one of the most essential features of
Sparse grids. Unfortunately adding new grid points or changing the regu-
larization parameter λ changes A and invalidates our decomposition. Sieler
[15] describes update strategies for an existing Cholesky factorization. These
algorithms can be used with the results of our incomplete decomposition.
However there are more elegant solutions that make use of Algorithm 1
introduced above.

Whenever new functions ϕn+1 to the grid, the system matrix has to be up-
dated to include all inner products (ϕi,ϕn+1) and (ϕn+1,ϕi), i = {1, . . . ,n+
1}, resulting in system matrix of size (n+ 1)× (n+ 1). If we observe Equa-
tions (6), we notice, that the new elements lij that were added to the lower
triangular part of A do not require any already decomposed elements to be
modified. Instead we just need to decompose the newly added elements as
described in Algorithm 1.
If the regularization parameter changes however, we need to modify the

entire factorization, since the diagonal elements lii are used to calculate
every element lij in Equations (6). We can however assume, that our current
solution L̃ should be a good initial guess for a new, updated solution as was
demonstrated by Antz, Chow et. al. in [4]. We therefore can just reapply the
factorization from Algorithm 1 with a decreased amount of sweeps.
While these proposed update strategies will not lower the asymptotic

bounds of the algorithms proposed by Sieler in [15]. Nevertheless as they
directly reuse our decomposition from Algorithm 1, they offer the same
benefits and should decrease overall runtime.
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3 Implementation Aspects
In this section we will outline the steps necessary to integrate Algorithm 1
into the Sparse grid framework SG++ [2] and explain the design decisions
that have been made along the way.

3.1 Description of the Legacy System
The sparse grid framework SG++ was started by Dirk Pflüger [14] with the
goal to provide a universal and accessible framework for using Sparse Grids
for higher dimensional problems. Algorithms based on offline/online splitting
were ported by Maier as part of a master thesis [11] from the research code
libtool/clustc originated by Peherstorfer [13]. The structure of the legacy
system is described in Figure 2.

DBMatDMSChol

+solve()
+choleskyDowndate()
+choleskyUpdate()

DBMatDMSEigen

+solve()

LearnerSGDEOnOff

#OfflineObject
#vector<DensityFunctions>

+train()
+predict()
+getAccuracy()

DBMatOnline

#OfflineObject

DBMatOffline

#config
#lhsMatrix
#grid
#permutation

+buildMatrix()
+decomposeMatrix()
+choleskyAddPoint()
+choleskyPermutation()
+choleskyPermutation()

DBMatOnlineDE

#alpha
#b
#lambda

+computeDensityFunction()
+eval()
#solveSLE()

DBMatDecompMatrixSolver

+solve()

Figure 2: Object diagram describing the structure of offline/online learning in
SG++. Each class conditional density function has its own grid.
Each grid and its corresponding system matrix is modeled in-
side DBMatOffline, which is both model and controller for the of-
fline phase. DBMatOnline instantiates the decomposition and per-
forms all online operations. Matrix updates are delegated either to
DBMatOffline or an appropriate instance of DBMatDecompMatrixSolver.
The whole user interaction takes place inside LearnerSGDEOnOff.
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DBMatDMSEigen

+solve()

LearnerSGDEOnOff

#OfflineObject
#vector<DensityFunctions>

+train()
+predict()
+getAccuracy()

DBMatOnline

#OfflineObject

DBMatDecompMatrixSolver

+solve()

DBMatOfflineEigen

+buildMatrix()
+decomposeMatrix()

DBMatOfflineGE

+buildMatrix()

DBMatOfflineChol

+choleskyPermutation()
+choleskyModification()
+choleskyAddPoint()
+decomposeMatrix()

DBMatOfflineIChol

+decomposeMatrix()
+choleskyModification()

DBMatOfflineLU

#permutation

+decomposeMatrix()

DBMatOffline

#config
#lhsMatrix
#grid

+buildMatrix()
+decomposeMatrix()

#factory builds instance

DBMatDMSLU

+solve()

DBMatOnlineDEChol

#solveSLE()

DBMatOnlineDEEigen

#solveSLE()

DBMatOnlineDELU

#solveSLE()

DBMatDMSIChol

+solve()
+choleskyUpdate()

DBMatDMSChol

+solve()
+choleskyDowndate()
+choleskyUpdate()

DBMatOnlineDE

#alpha
#b
#lambda

+computeDensityFunction()
+eval()
#solveSLE()

#factory builds instance

Figure 3: Updated SystemArchitecture. The Essential functionality remained
the same as in Figure 3.1, but classes DBMatOffline, DBMatOnlineDE
as well as DBMatDecompMatrixSolver have been split up according to
functionalities and rely on inheritance and delegation to improve
the flexibility of the code.

3.2 Architectural Changes to the Legacy System
The integration of a new decomposition algorithm required changes in all of
the classes described in Figure 2 which would significantly increase code com-
plexity resulting in decreased readability, maintainability and flexibility. This
would mainly manifest in the spaghetti code and blob anti pattern as described
in [7]. It was therefore decided to factor out functionality into separate classes
with a common interface to avoid heavy branching. Instead, appropriate
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objects will be constructed based on configuration using factory methods
during runtime. The new, updated structure is described in Figure 3. Along
the way, memory management was modernized using C++11 constructs and
slight performance tweaks were introduced.

3.3 Implementing the Incomplete Cholesky Algorithm
The rearranged system architecture of the offline/online algorithms allowed us
to base our implementation of the iterative incomplete Cholesky factorization
on the existing full Cholesky algorithm implemented by Sieler [15] using
inheritance. As a consequence it was possible to gradually integrate new
functionality into the existing code base by overloading. This allowed to
easily test the results for correctness which in combination with unit tests
proved to largely speed up the development process.

3.3.1 Choosing Data Structures

As discussed in 2.3.1, the sparsity of A is highly dependent on the grid.
Regular sparse grids with a low level will result in a very dense matrix. On
the other hand grids with higher levels as well as adaptive grids will largely
increase sparsity.

Based on the number of non-zeros in A, one can easily calculate the space
requirements for storing L̃ using different sparse and dense storage formats.
Figure 4 shows an example for dim = 5. It can be generally stated from our
sparsity survey, that if the system matrix A has less then 65% non-zeros, it is
alreadymore efficient in terms of storage space to represent L̃ in a compressed
row format [6]. This moderate level of sparsity can be already reached with a
very coarse regular sparse grid as shown in Figure 1. While sparse storage
formatsmay bemore space efficient, implementations of algorithms for sparse
structures with too little sparsity may perform significantly poorer as they
often are not able to fully exploit features of modern hardware.

A key argument when using A will change its size whenever we refine the
grid. This means that matrix storage has to be resized and elements have
to be copied over from old to new matrix. This operation is costly in terms
of memory consumption and memory transfer as during the copy process
both matrices have to be kept in memory, while sparse structures based on
dynamic arrays will produce much less copy overhead if applied correctly.
As SG++ is built around dense matrices which would require us to copy

back and forth between storage formats frequently or rebuild large parts of
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Figure 4: Survey of storage space in kByte required to store L̃. The system
matrices Al, l ∈ {1, . . . 6} were generated from a regular Sparse Grid
with dimension d = 5.

the library to support sparse matrices, we decided to use dense matrix storage
formats for our prove of concept.
For an improved implementation we therefore propose to either use a

dense, triangular matrix storage that is compatible with the current interfaces
or redesign algorithms and interfaces around online/offline data mining to use
sparse matrices.

3.3.2 Implementation and Parallelization

The implementation of Algorithm1, parallelization and vectorization using
OpenMP directives is very straight forward and results in the code presented
in Listing 1.
As stated in [9], general convergence of the algorithm does not require

a specific order in which elements l(i, j) are calculated. Thus the level of
parallelism is very fine grained which promises both good scalability and -
with the appropriate scheduling technique - compensates for largely varying
sizes of the k loop on line 10 calculating a dot product, as could be proven by
profiling the code.

As we are performing the decomposition on a possibly sparsely populated
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dense matrix, we are aware that many summands inside this loop will be 0.
However we choose to not reduce the amount of calculations by branching
but relied on the SIMD units of modern CPUs and co-processors which allow
very high throughput by using fused multiply-add instructions of multiple
elements at once. This behavior was observed on assembly generated for
AVX2 capable CPUs. According to vectorization analysis tools, performance
gains of 4x compared to serial code have been achieved on AVX2 capable
CPUs.
Finally by peeling off the calculation of updates to the diagonal element

we avoided another branch inside the compute intensive loop to promote
pipelining and prefetching of modern CPUs while the branch introduced in
line 8 ensures, that to only elements in SL̃(i, j) are decomposed resulting in
an approximation of the desired incomplete Cholesky decomposition.

Changing from dense to sparse matrices however could have a severe im-
pact on vectorization since the vectorized k loop on line 10 will then calculate
the dot product of two sparse vectors where the indices of L[i, k] ∗L[j, k]

will have to be matched explicitly.

3.3.3 Refinement and Update of Regularization Parameters

As described in 2.3.3, we can update the decomposed matrix instead of
calculating a new decomposition using a slightly modified version of the code
presented in Listing 1. As for each new grid point, a row is added toA adding
m new grid points increases the size ofA from n×n to (n+m)× (n+m), we
need to resize L̃ to be of the same size. Since L̃ is stored as a dense matrix, this
involves a costly copy operation. Nevertheless wewant to point out that this is
a large improvement to the dense Cholesky update wherem resize operations
were involved. After L̃ is resized we can populate its lower triangular part
with a new initial guess and perform the iterative algorithm on each nonzero
entry of the newm rows, since the remaining already decomposed n rows
are independent of the new rows. This also means we do not need to store
the full A matrix but only the entries o of the newly addedm rows, which
drastically decreases memory consumption.
When updating the regularization parameter e.g. in a cross-validation

scenario, we can reuse the current L̃ decomposition as a initial guess for the
updated factorization of (R + λInew), which does not involve any algorithmic
changes to the code presented in Listing 1.
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void ichol(const A, L, sweeps){

#pragma omp parallel

{ //omp parallel

for (sweep = 0; sweep < sweeps; sweep++) {

5 for (i = 0; i < n ; i++) {

#pragma omp for schedule(guided) nowait

for (j = 0u; j < i; j++) {

s = A[i, j];

if (s > 0.0) { // only decompose elements in S(i,j)

10 #pragma omp simd

for (k = 0u; k < j; k++) {

s -= L[i, k] ∗ L[j, k];

}

L[i, j] = s / L[j, j];}

15 }

s = A[i, i]; // do the diagonal element

#pragma omp simd

for (k = 0u; k < i; k++) {

s -= L[i, k] ∗ L[i, k];

20 }

L[i, i] = sqrt(s);}

}

} // omp parallel

}

Listing 1: Implementation of the Iterative Paralell Incomplete Cholesky
Decomposition

3.4 Parallel Jacobi Solvers for Triangular Systems
After having decomposed our system matrix, we still need to solve the two
tridiagonal liner systems

L̃y = b Forward Substitution
L̃Tα = y Backward Substitution

to obtain the values for α. Exact forward and backward substitution is a
sequential algorithm. However as we only approximated our solution with
the parallel incomplete Cholesky factorization, we can also attempt to nu-
merically solve our system using e.g. a parallel Jacobi solver as proposed by
Anzt et. al. in [5].
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3.4.1 Forward Substitution

The forward substitution algorithm can be implemented fairly easily. Par-
allelization and vectorization pragmas are applied at the appropriate places.
Again SIMD vectorization is generated by the compiler using fused multiply-
add instructions if an AVX2 capable CPU is used.

#pragma omp parallel

{

for (sweep = 0; sweep < sweeps; sweep++) {

#pragma omp for schedule(guided)

5 for (i = 0; i < size; i++) {

s = 0.0;

#pragma omp simd

for (j = 0; j < i; j++) {

s += L[i,j]∗ y[j];

10 }

y[i] = 1.0 / L[i, i] ∗ (b[i] - s));

}

}

}

Listing 2: Implementation of iterative sparse triangular solver for forward
substution

3.4.2 Backward Substitution

While the forward substitution algorithm can be applied for L̃ efficiently
straight out of the school book, using the same approach for the backward
substitution algorithm will perform poorly, as elements of L̃ need to be ac-
cessed in column wise instead of row wise to obtain L̃T . As the entries of L̃
are stored row wise, this will result in cache misses and the non coalesced
memory access prohibit vectorization. A read out the CPU performance coun-
ters and compiler vectorization reports confirm these claims and show that
backward substitution takes significantly longer then forward substitution.
The issue can be resolved efficiently by expanding the variable s from

Listing 2 from a scalar into a vector sVec. Instead of updating elements of the
alpha vector directly inside the i loop, we will traverse L̃ and build the dot
product for each element of alpha inside sVec and update alpha afterwards
in a separate k loop. Now elements of L̃ can be accessed row wise and
vectorization is able to massively boost performance and execution times
between backward and forward substitution are nowmuchmore comparable.
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#pragma omp parallel

{

sVec(alpha.getSize());

for (sweep = 0; sweep < sweeps; sweep++) {

5 sVec.setAll(0.0);

#pragma omp for schedule(guided)

for (i = 0; i < size; i++) {

#pragma omp simd

for (j = 0; j < i; j++) {

10 sVec[j] += L[i, j] ∗ alpha[i];

}

}

#pragma omp parallel

for (k = 0; k < size; k++) {

15 alpha[k] = 1.0 / L[k, k] ∗ (y[k] - sVec[k]);

}

}

}

Listing 3: Implementation of iterative sparse triangular solver for
backward substution
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4 Experimental Results
It was hardly possible for us to make theoretical assumptions on how chang-
ing the full decomposition will affect the classification results. Therefore we
have to rely on experimental data to assess if the incomplete factorization can
replace the full decomposition.

4.1 Convergence of the Fixed Point Iteration
First of all we need to know how fast the the fixed-point iteration 7 converges
towards an incomplete Cholesky decomposition for our system matrices and
how many iterations are required for a sufficient approximation.

We will exploit the fact, that Algorithm 1 will produce an exact, incomplete
decomposition L∗ with one iteration if it is executed by a single thread and
calculate ||L∗ − L̃||F, where || · ||F is the Frobenius norm. We will decompose a
regular SparseGridswith dimensiond = 4, and level l = 5without additional
regularization (λ = 10e− 4). This results in a grid of 769 points a 55% sparse
matrix A. We will run our code on a shared memory machine and scale the
amount of cores from2 up to 28. Results are depicted in Figure 5.

We can observe fast convergence towards the exact incomplete factorization.
On the other hand we can also see that increasing the number of worker
threads will decrease convergence speed. Using too many threads, it is even
possible to obtain nan valueswhile trying to calculate the sqare root of negative
diagonal values. As stated in [9], convergence of the algorithm is more stable
for diagonally dominant matrices. While one can easily check that R is not
diagonally dominant, the regularization parameter λ can enforce diagonal
dominance and help to improve the stability as A = R + λI.

4.2 Approximation accuracy
We have seen, that the fixed-point iteration quickly converges towards the
incomplete Cholesky factorization. We now want to investigate how the
amount of sweeps influences the accuracy of our classification algorithm.
For this we will use the two dimensional Ripley dataset with 250 training
Points and 625 testing points. Learning was performed without refinement
using a regular sparse grid with level l = 5 resulting in a 64% sparse system
matrix A. We chose a regularization of λ = 10−5 and ran the decomposition
on 4 OpenMP threads. As an effect of parallel execution, the results of the
iterative algorithm expose a certain variance. We therefore will present the
average over three runs together with the standard deviation of those runs in
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Figure 5: Convergence speed of the fixed-point iteration towards the incom-
plete Cholesky factorization. With increasing parallelism, conver-
gence speed is degraded.
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Algorithm Sweeps Average Accuracy Standard Deviation
chol - 0.701 -
ichol - 0.694 -
iichol 1 0.696 4.97E-03
iichol 2 0.690 1.25E-03
iichol 3 0.690 4.71E-04
iichol 4 0.690 1.41E-03
iichol 5 0.692 5.79E-03
iichol 6 0.690 4.64E-03
iichol 7 0.689 1.25E-03

Table 1: Classification Accuracy for the Ripley dataset.

the result. As a reference both a full factorization and the exact incomplete
decomposition were calculated.
The results from Table 1 suggest, that the classification results are very

robust towards the precision of the decomposition with our classification
results being reasonably close.

Since by using an incomplete decomposition we only approximate a solu-
tion to the linear system Aα = b, our solution vector α̃ will deviate from the
exact α. This will inevitably alter the values of the density function fi associ-
ated with class i. However as long as the perturbed function f̃i is still yields
the highest probability density for an unlabeled data point, the classification
result will not change. We assume that the highest effects will be observed at
boarders between classes where deviations may lead to classification errors.

4.3 Adaptivity
Adaptivity is one of the key features of SparseGrids as it allows us to efficiently
improve approximation quality. By selecting the Cholesky decomposition
as a factorization, we can update existing factorizations without the need to
recompute a decomposition from scratch.

To find out how the perturbed surplus values α̃will affect grid refinement,
we will again perform classification using the Ripley dataset starting with
a small grid on level 2 performing 10 refinements of the grid point with
the highest hierarchical surplus. We will then compare both grids and the
resulting classification rate.
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Figure 6: Class 1 of Ripley Dataset
after refining 10 points
based on chol (top) and
iichol (bottom)
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Figure 7: Class 2 of Ripley Dataset
after refining 10 points
based on chol (top) and
iichol (bottom)
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Algorithm Grid Size Class 1 Grid Size Class 2 Classification Rate
chol 81 73 0.8450
iichol 78 87 0.8660

Table 2: Classification rate and grid sizes for the displayed run.

As we can see from 2, the resulting grids differ which directly relates to
different hierarchical surplusses α and α̃. While the grid sizes for class 2
differ by almost 20% we observe in the plots, that the neighborhood in which
the points with the highest surplusses are located are similar and that in the
end, classification rates are very similar.

While the classification results suggest, that the iterative algorithm outper-
forms the exact decomposition we have to keep inmind that due to the nonde-
terministic way parallelism influences our results. In fact, doing statistics over
multiple runs, we observe a noticeably high variance in both classification
rate and grid sizes. While on average classification rates and grid sizes are
close to the exact factorization, we are concerned with the high variance. This
implies that the magnitude by which the surplusses α̃ vary may be too high
to produce reliable results.

Run Grid Size Class 1 Grid Size Class 2 Classification Rate
1 78 87 0,86600
2 81 82 0,84400
3 81 74 0,73400
4 71 72 0,82400
5 81 82 0,80200
Average 78,4 79,4 0,81400
Variance 18,8 38,8 0,002562

Table 3: Classification rate and grid sizes over multiple runs of the Ripley
dataset

4.4 Speedup and Strong Scaling
As the main goal of choosing a parallel approximate incomplete Cholesky
factorization is to speed up decomposition and refinement. We want to
quantify the speedup over the exact decomposition that we can achieve.

We will therefore decompose a regular sparse Grid with dimension d = 9,
and level l = 5, with 9439 points resulting in a 42% sparsematrix. For stability
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Figure 8: Comparing execution times of full Cholesky vs iterative incomplete
Cholesky

reasons we choose a regularization parameter of λ = 10−5. To provide a
reasonable comparison between our implementation presented in Listing 1
and the full Cholesky decomposition based on the GSL library, we will use
the multi threaded and heavily optimized blas packages from the Intel math
kernel library (MKL). Benchmark data will be collected on a single node
using dual Intel Intel Xeon E5-2697 v3 with 14 cores each a total of 64GB
RAM. Code is compiled using the Intel C++ compiler version 2016 paired
with gcc 6 and linked against GSL 1.16 and Intel MKL 11.3. Affinity of cores
was pinned manually for best performance.

We notice that the iterative algorithm outperforms the full factorization
at any given configuration of cores at around a factor of 2. We also notice
very bad scaling behavior of both algorithms. As we verified that the full
algorithm makes use of all assigned cores using GSL/MKL algorithmic or
implementation limitations seem to be an issue.
For the iterative algorithm, as implemented in Listing 1 we also observe

very bad scaling behavior. As the dense matrix based implementation makes
use of all available resources (multiple cores, AVX2 and FMA3), the CPU relies
on efficient usage of caches to keep upwith the throughput of the vector units.
However our naive implementation has a very poor access pattern. For the
calculation of element (i, j) we calculate the scalar product of row i and row
j in L̃ and proceed to element (i, j+ 1), which needs to load row j+ 1 into L1
Cache. For larger problems, this will evict row j from L1. However it will be
needed again to calculate (i+ 1, j) resulting in a cache miss and issue loading
of row j again. This is a well known problem and is generally tackled using
cache blocking techniques [3]. We expect an implementation that uses cache
blocking efficiently to massively outperform the current implementation. As
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chol iichol
Runtime 1697s 1583s
Factorization of initial grid 1.273s 0.173s
Final grid size class 1 7297 7244
Final grid size class 2 7297 7244
Classification Rate 0,88569 0,87304

Table 4: Comparing classification results on the DR10 dataset.

this would be beyond the scope of our work, we decided to not tackle that
problem in this place.

4.5 Classification on the DR 10 Dataset
We finally want to put the algorithms to a test on real data. We choose to run
the 4 dimensional astrophysics dataset DR-10 [1] using a streaming approach
while trying to match the parameters of [15] but with some deviations.

We ended up using a streaming approach with 640.000 training points, fed
in batches of 40000 and a testing set of 277.001. We will use a base grid of
dimension d = 4, with level l = 6 with 2561 grid points resulting in a 65%
sparse matrix. In contrast to Sieler [15] we do not perform coarsening and use
the Zero Crossings refinement indicator as proposed by Kreisel [10] refining
5 points per batch and a refinement indicator λ = 10−4. For the iterative
incomplete factorization we will perform 2 sweeps both during refinement
as well as for the initial decomposition. The linear systems are solved using a
parallel Jacobi Solver as explained in subsection 3.4 with 2 iterations as well.
For computations, the same setup as in the last subsection 4.4 is used with 4
OpenMP threads.

Considering the results from Table 4, we can see that the incomplete factor-
ization is able to outperform the full factorization in terms of runtime with
only a minor loss of accuracy. However the effects are not as significantly
reflected in the total runtime as we hoped as other parts of the mining pro-
cess, which may not be yet optimized (like calculation of the zero crossings
refinement indicator) dominate the overall computation time.

We also have to point out, that the very different runtime curves are closely
related to different refinement behavior enforced by the differing surplusses
generated by the algorithms as can be seen in the first 5 batches, where grids
created by the iterative algorithm are much smaller then the grids created by
the full Cholesky algorithm.
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Figure 9: Comparing execution times of full Cholesky vs iterative incomplete
Cholesky updates for batch learning on the DR10 dataset
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5 Conclusion
Throughout this project, we have investigated if an iterative incomplete
Cholesky factorization can replace an exact full Cholesky decomposition
to solve linear systems for classification using density estimation. We have
presented theoretical aspects, provided a prove of concept implementation
in the sparse grid framework SG++ and performed various experiments to
answer the question.

To conclude we can state that the approach yields large potential since we
were able to outperform the current solution while not harming accuracy
too much. On the other hand we have serious concerns about stability of
the approach. For many grids, stronger regularization is required in order
to enforce diagonal dominance of the system matrix. We further have seen
that variance in grid sizes when using adaptive refinement can use to large
deviations between the results of two runs using the very same parame-
ters. Nevertheless we are confident that these issues can be resolved with
some deeper understanding of how the error made when approximating the
cholesky factorization propagates to the hierarchical surplusses. Accompa-
nied by an efficient implementation based on sparse matrices, we think that
this approach can help us tackle a set of problems that were out of reach until
now because of their computational efforts.
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